Database Deployment Strategy: Avoiding Merging
The Problem
“I’m currently pulling the live database, developing, then pushing to live while crossing my fingers no pages, posts, comments etc. have been added or updated.”

— Actual Developer Comment Leeroy Jenkins?
Why not build a database merge tool?
The Strategy
$ git rebase master
First, rewinding head to replay your work on top of it...
Test over and over and...
Save queries run by your theme or plugins to an SQL script for deployment

Allows developers to record queries when setting up a theme or plugins locally, creating an SQL script that can be run later when deploying to a staging or live site.

Interested in contributing to Query Recorder? Please visit https://github.com/deliciousbrains/wp-query-recorder
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Working in Teams
PHP Deployment Script
**Easy Content Deployment for WordPress.** RAMP makes it easy to set up your content in your staging environment, then push those changes to your live site.

Easy Maintenance of Your Staging Environment